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ABSTRACT
Background: The diagnosis of pediatric-onset inflammatory bowel disease
(PIBD) can be challenging in choosing the most informative diagnostic tests
and correctly classifying PIBD into its different subtypes. Recent advances
in our understanding of the natural history and phenotype of PIBD,
increasing availability of serological and fecal biomarkers, and the emergence of novel endoscopic and imaging technologies taken together have
made the previous Porto criteria for the diagnosis of PIBD obsolete.
Methods: We aimed to revise the original Porto criteria using an evidencebased approach and consensus process to yield specific practice
recommendations for the diagnosis of PIBD. These revised criteria are
based on the Paris classification of PIBD and the original Porto criteria while

incorporating novel data, such as for serum and fecal biomarkers. A
consensus of at least 80% of participants was achieved for all
recommendations and the summary algorithm.
Results: The revised criteria depart from existing criteria by defining 2
categories of ulcerative colitis (UC, typical and atypical); atypical
phenotypes of UC should be treated as UC. A novel approach based on
multiple criteria for diagnosing IBD-unclassified (IBD-U) is proposed.
Specifically, these revised criteria recommend upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy and ileocolonscopy for all suspected patients with PIBD, with
small bowel imaging (unless typical UC after endoscopy and histology) by
magnetic resonance enterography or wireless capsule endoscopy.
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Conclusions: These revised Porto criteria for the diagnosis of PIBD have
been developed to meet present challenges and developments in PIBD and
provide up-to-date guidelines for the definition and diagnosis of the IBD
spectrum.
Key Words: Crohn disease, diagnosis, inflammatory bowel diseaseunclassified, inflammatory bowel disease, ulcerative colitis

(JPGN 2014;58: 795–806)

INTRODUCTION

U

ntil recently, the diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD) in childhood, whose subtypes comprise Crohn disease
(CD), ulcerative colitis (UC), and IBD-unclassified (IBD-U, a form
of colonic IBD whose features make it impossible to define as either
colitis of CD or UC at diagnosis), seemed straightforward. The
diagnosis of IBD required chronic inflammation in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and exclusion of other causes of inflammation.
The differentiation of CD from UC, and both of these from
infectious diseases, allergic diseases, or primary immunodeficiency
disorders (PIDs) with similar presentations, was based largely on
the clinical suspicion, ruling out other diagnoses, endoscopic and
histological evaluation of the mucosa, and small bowel (SB) followthrough (which has limited sensitivity for detecting SB inflammation) (1). Larger and recent data sets of patients with pediatriconset IBD (PIBD) have highlighted several atypical phenotypes of
all 3 forms of PIBD, which have led to frequent mislabeling
of patients and recognition of the need for more accurate definitions
of each subset of disease (2–8). The Paris classification (8) was a
significant step forward in the standardization of definitions and
classification of PIBD. Advances in diagnostic imaging modalities,
capsule endoscopy, and comprehensive serological and fecal biomarkers, have also boosted our ability to detect and characterize
these diseases while reducing radiation exposure in children, but
have themselves presented new challenges. These modalities
increased not only the sensitivity of mucosal lesion detection but
also the uncertainty in some children with the isolated colitis
phenotype who have perceived overlapping features. Thus, the
accurate diagnosis of PIBD depends not only on an index of
suspicion and choice of tests, but also on the appropriate interpretation of the results of the workup. This present revision of the
original Porto Criteria of 2005 (1) uses an evidence-based approach
to meet our goals—not only to facilitate the diagnosis of PIBD but
also to enable clinicians to properly diagnose each individual
subtype based on evidence. The new criteria integrate the most
recent evidence regarding the recommended methods for diagnosis
of IBD, clearly define the disease subtypes of PIBD based on the
Paris phenotypic classification, and highlight the diagnostic pitfalls
to provide reliable diagnosis, assessment, and prognosis, leading to
the best individualized care for a new generation of patients with
PIBD. Using a novel, evidence-based approach, we have confronted, in particular, the difficult issue of defining and evaluating
IBD-U. Although esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) and ileocolonoscopy are tests that are within the broad consensus for the
initial evaluation of PIBD irrespective of disease type, the choice of
additional tests depends on phenotypes and interpretation of endoscopic data. Thus, these revised Porto criteria start with a description of phenotypes and pitfalls in interpretation of the data to guide a
physician or surgeon in the choice of investigations.

METHODS
An international group of European experts in PIBD, mainly
from the ‘‘Porto’’ IBD Working Group of the European Society of
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Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition (ESPGHAN), wished to construct a revised, methodologically robust,
consensus-based clinical guideline for the diagnosis of PIBD,
including full facets of the assessment by all investigative modalities, and interpretation of these results. This was to build on and
update the earlier work, which is now known as the ‘Porto criteria’
(1), and aimed to comprise the best recent available evidence from
the PIBD literature, relevant methodologically high-quality data
from the adult IBD literature, together with clinical expertise from
PIBD specialists, based on the work in their multidisciplinary IBD
teams. A major reference point was the Paris classification (8), an
expert-consensus document providing a pediatric-specific modification of the Montreal classification of IBD (9), which specifically has highlighted those phenotypic characteristics that are
either more common in or unique to pediatric-onset rather than
adult-onset IBD.
A list of 12 topics addressing the diagnosis of PIBD (age at
diagnosis <17 years) was developed by the steering committee and
modified according to the comments by other members of the
working group. Each topic was assigned to a subgroup of 2 to
3 members to draft an initial document based on a complete
literature review. Electronic searches were performed in summerautumn 2011 using MEDLINE, PubMed, Embase, CINAHL, and
the Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, along with perusal of
reference lists from the literature and participants’ personal collections. Clinical guidelines, systematic reviews, clinical trials, cohort
studies, case-control studies, diagnostic studies, surveys, letters,
narrative reviews, and case series were retrieved and appraised.
Grading of evidence and recommendations followed the pattern of
all recent ESPGHAN PIBD and European Crohn’s and Colitis
Organisation IBD guidelines and were assigned according to the
Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine (http://www.cebm.net/
levels_of_evidence.asp#refs).
The group met twice in Stockholm, Sweden, in October 2011
(during United European Gastroenterology Week), and in April
2012 (during ESPGHAN). In the initial face-to-face meeting, each
of the above topics were discussed fully, and areas of consensus and
need for reconsideration emerged. The meetings were complemented by an e-mail–consensus process until an agreement was reached
on the recommendations and the draft proposals, which had been
reviewed 3 times by all of the authors. By the end of this iterative
process, electronic voting on the recommendations and the summary algorithm (Fig. 1) achieved >80% consensus. Key new
evidence published in 2012 had been considered for inclusion in
relevant sections in autumn 2012. The final manuscript has been
approved by all of the participants. The guidelines include not only
recommendations but also ‘‘practice points’’ that reflect common
practice wherein evidence is lacking.

PART I: DIAGNOSIS OF IBD
Recommendations
Accurate diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
should be based on a combination of history, physical and laboratory examination, esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) and ileocolonoscopy with histology, and imaging of the small bowel. It is
critical to exclude enteric infections. [EL2b, RGC]
We recommend performing small bowel imaging in all
suspected cases of IBD at diagnosis; this may be deferred in typical
UC, based on endoscopy and histology. Imaging is particularly
important in suspected Crohn’s disease, in patients whose ileum
could not be intubated, in patients with apparent ulcerative colitis
with atypical presentations, and in patients with IBD-unclassified.
[EL3, RGD]
www.jpgn.org
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Strong suspicion of IBD

Tests unhelpful or isolated extraintestinal symptoms
Test fecal markers (FM)
(e.g. calprotein, lactoferrin),
if elevated

Ileocolonoscopy and EGD (with biopsies from all segments)

Typical UC

Atypical UC

Clear CD

Normal

MRE/
WCE

IBDU

MRE/
WCE

MRE/
WCE

Consider MRE
Suggest UC

Negative

Suggest CD

Suggest CD

Negative

CD

IBDU

Consider WCE if FM
positive and MRE negative

Positive

UC

CD

Negative

No IBD

FIGURE 1. Evaluation of child/adolescent with intestinal or extraintestinal symptoms suggestive of IBD. Atypical UC is a new IBD category
consisting of 5 phenotypes defined in Table 1, and reflects a phenotype that should be treated as UC. IBD-U may be entertained as a tentative
diagnosis after endoscopy, and can be used as a final diagnosis after imaging and a full endoscopic workup. UC is divided into typical UC and
atypical UC. CD ¼ Crohn disease; EGD ¼ esophagogastroduodenoscopy; FM ¼ fecal marker; IBD ¼ inflammatory bowel disease; MRE ¼ magnetic
resonance enterography; UC ¼ ulcerative colitis; WCE ¼ wireless capsule endoscopy.

Practice Points
1.

2.

3.
4.

The most important reliable feature of typical UC is continuous
mucosal inflammation of the colon, starting distally from the
rectum, without SB involvement other than backwash ileitis,
and without epithelioid granulomas on biopsy. Disturbed crypt
architecture and focal or diffuse basal plasmacytosis are
characteristic.
Pediatric-onset UC may present with atypical phenotypes such
as macroscopic rectal sparing, isolated nonserpiginous gastric
ulcers, normal crypt architecture, absence of chronicity in
biopsies, or a cecal patch. Patients with acute severe colitis may
have transmural inflammation. These individual phenotypes in
isolation should not lead to reclassification to CD.
Patients with disease limited to the colon with class 1 findings
(Table 3) should be classified as CD.
IBD-U should be the preferential classification for patients with
colitis and highly atypical findings (defined as class 2 or class
3 findings inTable 3) for either CD or UC, or a combination of
findings presented below.

IBD should be suspected when patients appear with the
appropriate symptoms, which may be extremely diverse (10 –13).
Bloody diarrhea is the most common presenting symptom in UC
whereas CD may present with vague abdominal pain, diarrhea,
unexplained anemia, fever, weight loss, or growth retardation as
frequently reported symptoms. The classic ‘‘triad’’ of abdominal
pain, diarrhea, and weight loss occurs in only 25% of patients with
CD (14). Extraintestinal manifestations may present at diagnosis in
6% to 23% of children with a higher frequency in those >6 years
(3,12,15). It is beyond the scope of this article to report the
complete list of luminal or extraintestinal symptoms or presentations of IBD.
The classification of IBD is complex and characterized by
many rare phenotypes that are atypical or unusual. It requires the
recognition of the typical features of CD and UC, identification of
atypical phenotypes that are still consistent with a diagnosis of CD
or UC, and knowledge of those factors that preclude a diagnosis of
one or the other.
www.jpgn.org

Diagnosis and Classification of UC
The diagnosis of UC relies on the identification of a typical
phenotype of chronic inflammation of the colon upon colonoscopy
and colonic biopsies, and the exclusion of both CD and infectious
causes of colitis. On the contrary, there is no single set of macroscopic
or microscopic criteria that can accurately diagnose UC, and there are
multiple atypical phenotypes that do not fit into this category.
Features of typical and 5 atypical variants of pediatric UC appear
in Table 1. This discussion will therefore focus initially on the typical
phenotype and then delineate the features of atypical UC in children.
The most reliable feature to diagnose UC is continuous
mucosal inflammation of the colon, starting from the rectum,
without SB involvement, and without granulomas on biopsy
(2,6,16). Typical macroscopic features of UC include erythema,
granularity, friability, purulent exudates, and ulcers that usually
appear as superficial small ulcers (16). The inflammation may
either end at a transition zone anywhere in the colon or involve
the whole colon continuously. The most distal part of the terminal
ileum may show nonerosive erythema or edema if pancolitis is
present and the ileocecal valve is involved (termed ‘‘backwash
ileitis’’), but should be normal in all other circumstances. Disturbed
crypt architecture and focal or diffuse basal plasmacytosis are signs
of chronicity and thus are good predictors of IBD occurring in 70%
of adult patients with IBD and <5% of patients with infectious
colitis (17). The chronic inflammation is often accompanied by
cryptitis or crypt abscesses. Typically, inflammation is most severe
distally and a reverse gradient (ie, severe proximal inflammation
and mild distal inflammation) should prompt the reconsideration of
the diagnosis of UC, except in cases of macroscopic rectal sparing
that is occasionally seen in UC (5,18).
The historical perception that considered UC as a superficial
inflammatory disease confined to the colon, uniformly involving
the rectum and progressing contiguously to varying degrees, has
been found to be simplistic in the pediatric age group, and 5 atypical
variants should be recognized:
1. The best defined atypical presentation is macroscopic rectal
sparing in untreated patients, which has been reported in 5% to
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TABLE 1. Phenoptypes of pediatric UC at diagnosis
Presentation
Typical
Atypical
1. Rectal sparing
2. Short duration

3. Cecal patch

4. UGI
5. Acute severe colitis

Macroscopic features

Microscopic features

Contiguous disease from the rectum

Architectural distortion, basal lymphoplasmacytosis, disease most severe
distally, no granulomas

No macroscopic disease in rectum or
rectosigmoid
Contiguous disease from the rectum, may
also have rectal sparing

Same as typical, especially in the involved segment above sparing

Left-sided disease from rectum with area of
cecal inflammation and normal appearing
segment between the 2
Erosions or small ulcers in stomach, but are
neither serpiginous nor linear
Contiguous disease from the rectum

May have biopsies with focality, plus signs of chronicity or architectural
distortion may be absent; other features are identical. Usually occurs in
young children with short duration of symptoms.
Typical; biopsies from the patch may show nonspecific inflammation

Diffuse or focal gastritis, no granuloma (except pericryptal)
May have transmural inflammation or deep ulcers, other features typical.
Lymphoid aggregates are absent, ulcers are V-shaped fissuring ulcers

UC ¼ ulcerative colitis; UGI ¼ upper gastrointestinal.

30% of pediatric UC cases (19–23). The largest study to
evaluate this phenotype to date, the EUROKIDS registry,
documented macroscopic rectal sparing in 5% of 533 children
with UC with complete diagnostic workup (5), and found an
inverse correlation between age of onset and frequency of
rectal sparing. The Paris classification recognized that rectal
sparing may be consistent with the diagnosis of UC with the
caveat that rectal sparing was macroscopic but not microscopic
(focal) (8).
2. Another atypical phenotype is the short duration of disease
variant characterized by patchy disease in biopsies or lack of
typical architectural distortion in pathological specimens who
have undergone a colonoscopy shortly after the onset of
symptoms at diagnosis. This phenotype can be compatible with
UC at diagnosis in young children up to the age of 10 years
(8,23,24). In 1 study, crypt architecture was normal in 34% of
children compared to 10% of adults (23). Another study found

that the relative paucity of architectural changes and chronicity
demonstrated in pediatric UC is age dependent, and occurs
primarily in children <10 years (24).
3. The third atypical presentation is left-sided colitis with an area
of cecal inflammation, which is usually periappendiceal. This is
known as a cecal patch, and was described in 2% of pediatric
patients with UC at diagnosis (5).
4. The presence of upper GI (UGI) tract involvement has long
been considered to be a sign of CD and not UC; however, this is
no longer held to be true (25). Mild ulceration and microscopic
involvement of the stomach are well documented in UC, and
may occur in 4% to 8% of patients (24). Gastric erosions or
nonserpiginous small ulcers were found in 11 of 260 (4.2%)
patients with UC in the EUROKIDS registry (5). Focally
enhanced gastritis or chronic gastritis in biopsies is not specific
for CD, and should not be the sole reason for precluding the
diagnosis of UC (26).

TABLE 2. Macroscopic and microscopic features of untreated pediatric luminal CD
Typical macroscopic findings of CD:
Mucosal aphthous ulcers
Linear or serpentine ulceration
Cobblestoning
Stenosis/stricturing of bowel with prestenotic dilatation
Imaging or surgical—bowel wall thickening with luminal narrowing
Perianal lesions—fistula(s), abscesses, anal stenoses, anal canal ulcers,
large and inflamed skin tags
Skip lesions
Jejunal or ileal ulcers
Nonspecific macroscopic findings of CD
Oedema
Erythema
Friability
Granularity

Typical microscopic findings of CD:
Noncaseating granuloma(s)—must be remote from ruptured crypt
Focal chronic inflammation, transmural inflammatory infiltrate,
submucosal fibrosis

Nonspecific microscopic findings of CD:
Granuloma adjacent to ruptured crypt
Mild nonspecific inflammatory infiltrate in lamina propria
Mucosal ulceration/erosion
Signs of chronicity (eg, crypt architectural changes, colonic Paneth cell
metaplasia and goblet cell depletion)

Exudate
Loss of vascular pattern
Isolated aphthous ulcers
Perianal lesions—midline anal fissures, small skin tags
CD ¼ Crohn disease.
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TABLE 3. Diagnostic features in a child with untreated colitis phenotype at diagnosis
Likelihood of
occurring in UC
Class 1: Nonexistent

Class 2: Rare with UC
(<5%)

Class 3: Uncommon
(5%–10%)

Feature

Diagnostic approach

Well-formed granulomas anywhere in the GI tract, remote from ruptured crypt
Deep serpentine ulcerations, cobblestoning or stenosis anywhere in the SB or UGI tract
Fistulizing disease (internal or perianal)
Any ileal inflammation in the presence of normal cecum (ie, incompatible with
backwash ileitis)
Thickened jejunal or ileal bowel loops or other evidence of significant SB inflammation

(more than a few scattered erosions) not compatible with backwash ileitis
Macroscopically and microscopically normal appearing skip lesions in untreated IBD
(except with macroscopic rectal sparing and cecal patch)
Large inflamed perianal skin tags
Combined (macroscopic and microscopic) rectal sparing, all other features are
consistent with UC
Significant growth delay (height velocity <2 SDS), not explained by other causes
Transmural inflammation in the absence of severe colitis, all other features are
consistent with UC
Duodenal or esophageal ulcers, not explained by other causes (eg, Helicobacter pylori,
NSAIDs and celiac disease)
Multiple aphthous ulcerations in the stomach, not explained by other causes (eg, H
pylori and NSAIDs)
Positive ASCA in the presence of negative pANCA
Reverse gradient of mucosal inflammation (proximal >distal (except rectal sparing))
Severe scalloping of the stomach or duodenum, not explained by other causes (eg,
celiac disease and H pylori)
Focal chronic duodenitis on multiple biopsies or marked scalloping of the duodenum,
not explained by other causes (eg, celiac disease and H pylori)
Focal active colitis on histology in more than 1 biopsy from macroscopically inflamed site
Non–bloody diarrhea
Aphthous ulcerations in the colon or UGI tract

Diagnose as CD

Diagnose as IBD-U, if at least

1 class 2 feature exists

Diagnose as IBD-U if at least
2–3 features exist

ASCA ¼ anti-Saccharomyces cerevisiae antibody; GI ¼ gastrointestinal; IBD ¼ inflammatory bowel disease; NSAID ¼ nonsteroidal anti-inflammatoy drug;
pANCA ¼ perinuclear antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody; SB ¼ small bowel; SDS ¼ standard deviation score; UC ¼ ulcerative colitis.

After full diagnostic workup including SB imaging.

The likelihood of CD increases with increasing number of class 2 features.

5. Children presenting with acute severe UC at presentation may
have several features that are typically characteristic of CD,
such as transmural inflammation and deep ulcers, reflecting the
severity of the disease and not the type of disease. Certain
histopathological features such as the shape of the ulcers (V
shaped, with fissuring) or absence of lymphoid aggregates are
supportive of severe UC, as opposed to CD (16). Ultimately,
these patients will be diagnosed by the combination of clinical,
pathological, and endoscopic and serological features, and may
be diagnosed in uncertain cases as IBD-U until the disease
develops its characteristic features over time (Table 3).

Terminal Ileal Involvement in UC
The short segment of nonstenosing mild macroscopic terminal
ileitis without granulomata (termed backwash ileitis) occurs in 6% to
20% of patients with UC with pancolitis, and this has been demonstrated also in children (27–30). The most common histological
feature of backwash ileitis consists of patchy areas of neutrophilic
cryptitis without surface ulceration, but superficial small ulcers, a
mild degree of villous atrophy, and lymphocytic infiltration in the
lamina propria may be seen in one-third of cases (29,30).

Diagnosis of CD
Typical features of pediatric CD have been fully described in
the Paris classification (8) (Table 2). These include noncontiguous
www.jpgn.org

aphthous or linear ulcers primarily in the ileum or colon, although
CD may involve any area of the GI tract, and disease may be
confluent. CD may present with extraintestinal manifestations
initially; in this scenario the definitive diagnosis requires evidence
of GI disease. Histologically the disease is usually characterized by
chronic focal inflammation, with or without granulomas (Table 2);
recognition of granulomatous inflammation is vital in the diagnosis
of CD (31).
The diagnosis may become more difficult in cases of infantile-onset IBD (0–2 years) (8) and in cases with predominantly
colonic disease, in which confusion may arise with UC or IBD-U
(6,8). Rare phenotypic presentations of CD can be arbitrarily
defined as those occurring in <5% of cases. In a detailed report
of the differences in phenotype at diagnosis and follow-up of 416
Scottish children and 1296 adults with IBD, Van Limbergen et al (2)
reported that 5% (14/273) of CD children at diagnosis had oral and
perianal, isolated perianal, or isolated oral CD alone without any
evidence for GI luminal disease, of whom 70% developed luminal
disease at 4 years follow-up. Conventionally, the term orofacial
granulomatosis (OFG) is used to describe patients with granulomatous oral lesions, but without the evidence of CD elsewhere in
the lumen of the GI tract. In contrast, patients with intestinal CD
who have involvement of the mouth typically are described as
having oral CD (29). OFG in childhood, most often reported in
Celtic populations (2,32), is usually associated with rapid development of luminal CD, and oral features are frequently lost as
follow-up progresses (32); adult presentation of OFG is less likely
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to predict the development of CD (33). Isolated perianal disease
with granulomas on biopsy can also present as either silent or
rapidly developing luminal CD. In a large North American series,
10% of newly diagnosed pediatric patients with CD had perianal
fistulas and/or abscesses at diagnosis (34). Genital lymphoedema
with granulomas at skin biopsy is recognized as a metastatic form of
CD (35), and may be the presenting symptom in up to 1.5% of
children with CD (D.C. Wilson, unpublished observation). Extraintestinal manifestations were present in 20% of 1178 cases of
incident CD in EUROKIDS, a large prospective European (17 European countries and Israel) PIBD registry (36).
In terms of differentiation of colonic CD from IBD-U or UC,
key features that point only to the diagnosis of CD appear in
Tables 2 and 3. These key features include the presence of skip
lesions; the presence of well-formed noncaseating granulomas
remote from ruptured crypts anywhere in the gut; the presence
of macroscopic lesions of the upper intestinal tract, in particular
serpentine ulcers and cobblestoning (1); stenosis/stricturing of
bowel (radiological or surgical)—bowel wall thickening with
luminal narrowing; stenosis or cobblestoning, and linear ulcerations
in the ileum, or inflamed ileum with a normal cecum.
The presence of epithelioid granulomas on biopsy from an
area of the GI tract with nondiagnostic macroscopic CD-like
appearance (see Table 2) is sufficient to define the diagnosis of
CD in a case that otherwise would be labeled as UC or IBD-U, that
is, once granulomas are found, both microscopic and macroscopic
changes can define CD locations (2). Granulomas are more common in childhood-onset rather than adult-onset Crohn colitis at
diagnosis, and tend to regress, frequently being absent in surgical
specimens if surgery is later required (37). The presence of granulomas saves confusion in rare presentations, such as when CD
presents with duodenal villous atrophy, or their absence can be
helpful in the reverse situation, when another GI disease process has
clinical features suggestive of CD, such as the occurrence of
duodenal ulcerations in celiac disease.

Diagnosis of IBD-U
Typically, IBD type unclassified (IBD-U) is a term referring
to patients with definite IBD, wherein the inflammation is limited to
the colon with features that make the differentiation between UC
and CD uncertain even after a complete workup (38). Some
phenotypic findings may be described with either CD or UC, but
because the follow-up period is limited, misclassification bias may
exist. For instance, in a study of pediatric patients undergoing ileal
pouch-anal anastomosis, 17 of 125 (14%) patients with a perioperative diagnosis of UC were rediagnosed as having CD after a
follow-up period of 5 years (39).
Table 3 suggests a general scheme for the use of features that
are consistent with CD or UC, atypical phenotypes or tests that are
still consistent with a diagnosis of UC or CD (along with Tables 1–
3), and variables that should trigger the diagnosis of IBD-U. There
is no absolute rule as to how many adjuvant variables should trigger
the diagnosis of IBD-U. Extra care should be made in diagnosing
UC in the isolated colitis phenotype <5 years, and the threshold for
labeling an infant with colitis as IBD-U should be lower than in
adolescents. Height velocity <2 age-related standard deviations of
the norm is rare in UC. Among 205 consecutive children with UC
(2–18 years), mean z score for height at diagnosis was 0.1  1.1
(ie, normal Gaussian distribution) with only 8 children having
z score <2 SDS (4%), just above that expected from a normal
curve (D. Turner and A.M. Griffiths unpublished data). These
findings are consistent with other published pediatric data (8).
Although atypical, the absence of rectal bleeding does not preclude
the diagnosis of UC because 5% to –15% of adults and children
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with UC may present with non–bloody diarrhea (8,40,41). The
presence of non–bloody diarrhea at diagnosis of adults with UC,
however, was a strong predictor for eventually changing the
classification to CD (40% nonbloody diarrhea in those who changed
classification versus 4% in others, P < 0.001) (40).

Endoscopic and Histological Features
Aphthous ulcerations are typical of CD and are rarely seen
also in UC; however, deep serpentine ulcers and cobblestoning
anywhere in the GI tract characterize CD (42). Skip lesions are not
typical of UC, but focality and absence of chronicity in biopsies are
not uncommon especially in young children at diagnosis or during
treatment (21,22). Histologically, normal mucosa between inflamed
segments, however, precludes the diagnosis of UC—with the
exception of left-sided colitis with a cecal patch (18–21).
Macroscopic rectal sparing may coexist with UC as noted
above. Some of these patients with the absence of histological
inflammation (microscopic sparing) proved to have CD, years after
the initial diagnosis (19), and microscopic rectal sparing was a
predictor for eventually changing the diagnosis to CD (43). The
severity of backwash ileitis in UC correlates with the degree of
inflammation in the right colon (28,29); thus, the presence of severe
ileal inflammation with mild colitis argues against the diagnosis of
UC (28). Similarly, ileitis in the presence of normally looking
cecum, or the presence of ileal fissuring ulcers, is consistent with the
diagnosis of CD (30). A few small erosions in the UGI tract or in the
SB (found on capsule endoscopy) do not preclude the diagnosis of
UC because these may be found in a significant proportion of
healthy individuals, and also because some degree of nonspecific
UGI and SB inflammation is allowed in UC.
The presence of focal active colitis in multiple biopsies of
inflamed areas (ie, isolated finding of focal infiltration of the
colonic mucosa by neutrophils) is not consistent with the established untreated UC. In a study of 29 children with this finding at
diagnosis, 8 (28%) eventually developed CD and only 1 (3%)
developed UC (44). Isolated biopsies with focal colitis, however,
have been noted in patients with new-onset UC of short duration
(18), with no subsequent change in diagnosis of UC over time.

Serology and Subtype of IBD
No serology pattern can preclude the diagnosis of UC
because of imperfect test performance of all existing antibodies.
The presence of positive Crohn serology (eg, anti-Saccharomyces
cerevisiae antibody [ASCA]þ/pANCA) does not necessarily
preclude the diagnosis of UC but reduces the likelihood of UC.
ASCA is found more often in CD (50%–70%) than in UC (10%–
15%) and healthy controls (<5%) (45,46); these antibodies increase
with age (47) and are associated with a more severe disease course
in CD (48,49). ASCA positivity is not typically present in isolated
colitis. pANCA is more common in UC (60%–70%) than in CD
(20%–25%) (50). The presence of pANCAþ/ASCA serology in
patients with isolated colitis is not helpful for diagnosing specific
phenotypes; among 20 patients who had pANCAþ/ASCA results
at baseline, 4 were later diagnosed with CD and 7 with UC (50). In a
prospective follow-up of IBD-U patients, Joossens et al (51) found
26 patients who were ASCAþ/pANCA at baseline; 8 were later
diagnosed with CD and 2 with UC. The reverse profile was even less
helpful for definitive diagnosis. In IBD-U, a significant number of
patients seem to have negative serology, but this provides no help in
the diagnostic process (49).
Newer serological markers (which include antibodies against
Pseudomonas fluorescens–associated sequence [anti-I2], antiouter
membrane protein C of Escherichia coli [anti-OmpC], antiouter
www.jpgn.org
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membrane protein of Bacteroides caccae [anti-OmpW], and antiflagellin antibodies [anti-CBir1]) may be detected in children who
otherwise have negative serology (47,52–54); all these markers are
nonspecific and can be detected in patients with other diseases.

PART 2: DIAGNOSTIC WORKUP OF CHILDREN
WITH SUSPECTED IBD
This section deals with diagnostic methods recommended in
children with suspected IBD. Recommendations and practice points
are designed to assist with confirmation of the diagnosis, assessment of disease location, extent, and severity, as well as for
recognizing complications at diagnosis. It is beyond the scope of
these guidelines to recommend tests needed for the management or
follow-up.

Recommendation
In children with suspected IBD, enteric infections should be
excluded as cause of the symptoms preferentially before endoscopy
is performed. Microbiological investigation should exclude bacterial infections including Clostridium difficile. [EL2, RGC]

Practice Points
1. A more extensive investigation for unusual infective agents and
parasites may be warranted in endemic areas or after travel.
2. The search for bacterial infections should include a stool
culture to exclude Salmonella, Shigella, Yersinia, Campylobacter, and Clostridum difficile toxins in all of the children.
Screening for enteric viruses is rarely helpful. Testing for
Giardia lamblia is recommended in high-risk populations or
endemic areas.
3. The identification of a pathogen does not necessarily exclude a
diagnosis of IBD because a first episode or flare of IBD may be
triggered by a documented enteric infection.

Recommendation
Initial blood tests should include complete blood count, at
least two inflammatory markers, albumin, transaminases and gGT.
Fecal calprotectin is superior to any blood marker for detection of
intestinal inflammation (EL2, RGC).

Practice Points
1. Normal blood tests do not exclude the diagnosis of IBD.
2. A low serum albumin may indicate protein losing enteropathy,
and usually reflects disease activity as well as severity, and not
merely nutritional status.
3. Fecal markers (FMs) of inflammation (eg, calprotectin or
lactoferrin) are extremely sensitive in the detection of mucosal
inflammation, but are not specific for IBD; fecal calprotectin
(FC) is a more sensitive tool for diagnosis in new-onset IBD
patients than serum inflammatory markers such as C-reactive
protein (CRP) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), and
normal FC values make active disease in the small or large
bowel less likely.
4. Although results are often negative, screening for serological
markers of IBD (eg, ASCA, pANCA) may increase the likelihood
for IBD in atypical cases if results are positive and may help at
times to differentiate CD from UC in cases of IBD-U.
5. Additional testing may be required when extraintestinal
manifestations such as pancreatitis, uveitis, arthritis or
sclerosing cholangitis are present or suspected.
www.jpgn.org
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Multiple laboratory tests may be abnormal in IBD and include
stool tests to exclude enteric infections, and blood tests—complete
blood cell count (decreased hemoglobin or elevated total white cell
count and platelet count), serum albumin (decreased), and inflammatory markers such as CRP and ESR, both of which are typically
elevated in active disease. Data from pediatric IBD registries indicate
that at the time of diagnosis 54% of children with mild UC and 21% of
children with mild CD have normal results for the combination of
hemoglobin, albumin, CRP, and ESR diagnosis (55).
Fecal surrogate markers for detection of inflammation at
diagnosis include FC, lactoferrin, S 100 A12, and lysozyme.
Pediatric data exist primarily for FC and lactoferrin. Both markers
are excellent tools for identifying the presence of intestinal inflammation with high sensitivity (56,57). In a recent prospective study
FC was elevated at diagnosis in 95% of 60 unselected pediatric
patients with CD whereas only 86% of the patients had an increased
CRP and 83% an elevated ESR (58). The combination of any 2 of
these 3 markers had higher sensitivity (58–61); in 1 series, 15% of
48 incident IBD cases had no elevation of any of 5 blood markers
(hemoglobin, white cell count, platelet count, ESR, and CRP) yet
had abnormally raised FC (62). FC levels at diagnosis of pediatric
IBD are superior to blood markers as a diagnostic marker for
intestinal inflammation, and discriminate IBD from other extraintestinal inflammatory conditions as well as intestinal noninflammatory conditions. In a recent large case-control study of FC, area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve of FC to diagnose
IBD was 0.93, considerably higher than the AUC of blood inflammatory markers (63). However, elevated FC levels cannot distinguish between the different causes of intestinal inflammation
(eg, IBD vs infection), the type of IBD (CD vs UC), or location of
the disease (small vs large bowel), and may occur in apparently
healthy infants and toddlers (64). The most recent systematic review
and meta-analysis of FC for suspected pediatric IBD contains 394
pediatric IBD patients and 321 non-IBD controls and demonstrated
pooled sensitivity and specificity for the diagnostic utility of FC
during these investigations of 0.978 (95% confidence interval
0.947–0.996) and 0.682 (95% confidence interval 0.502–0.863),
respectively (65). Some patients with enteropathies such as celiac
disease or allergic enteropathy may have mildly elevated FC. In the
diagnostic algorithm (Fig. 1), FMs may be particularly helpful in
children with nonspecific symptoms (eg, abdominal pain or non–
bloody diarrhea) or signs (eg, anemia, elevated CRP or ESR) to favor
or avoid endoscopic workup. They may also be useful in patients with
extraintestinal manifestations without GI symptoms in whom elevated CRP or ESR is unhelpful for discriminating between a primary
extraintestinal disorder (eg, arthritis, erythema nodosum in rheumatological diseases) and the same IBD-associated symptoms. In this
scenario, elevated FMs should prompt a GI workup. Other fecal tests
(eg, for occult blood or fecal a-1-antitrypsin) are not recommended
for the routine initial diagnostic workup.
Examination of transaminases and gGT and an ophthalmic
examination should be performed to screen for IBD-associated
extraintestinal disease such as uveitis and hepatobiliary disease such
as primary sclerosing cholangitis (66); abnormal test results may,
however, be elevated due to other causes. Other laboratory tests such
as anti-tissue transglutaminase immunoglobulin A to exclude celiac
disease (67) or tests for immunodeficiency disorders are reserved for
use in appropriate circumstances and therefore are not recommended
as routine in all of the patients with suspected IBD.

Recommendations
Ileocolonoscopy and esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD)
are recommended as the initial work up for all children with
suspected IBD. [EL4, RGD]
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Multiple biopsies (2 or more per section) should be obtained
from all sections of the visualized gastrointestinal tract, even in the
absence of macroscopic lesions. Endoscopic findings should be well
documented. [EL5 RGD]

Practice Points
1. Endoscopy should be performed by a pediatric gastroenterologist after an age-appropriate preparation, under general
anesthesia or deep sedation in a setting suited for children, and
by personnel with training and expertise in pediatric IBD.
2. The diagnostic yield of an upper EGD with multiple biopsies to
diagnose CD in patients with an otherwise normal workup
(ileocolonoscopy and SB imaging) is 7.5% (number needed to
treat ¼ 13).
The recommendations for the initial evaluation of IBD are
presented in Figure 1. In nonemergency situations, the workup
should start with an upper and lower GI endoscopy. Ileocolonoscopy (and biopsies) is the most essential part of the diagnostic
workup in pediatric IBD. Rectosigmoidoscopy and incomplete
colonoscopy are insufficient. Failure to visualize the terminal ileum
has been reported in 10% in experienced large pediatric centers.
The diagnostic yield of ileocolonoscopy including histology is
reported to be 16.7% to 19% in adult patients (17) and 13% in
PIBD (68).
Regarding the number of biopsies, European Crohn’s and
Colitis Organisation consensus statements on diagnosis and management of both CD (69) and UC (16) recommend that ‘‘multiple’’
biopsies from 5 sites around the colon (including the rectum) and
the ileum should be obtained for a reliable diagnosis. A minimum of
2 samples from each of these 6 sites should be obtained.
The previous Porto criteria have advocated EGD (with 2 or
more biopsies from the esophagus, stomach and duodenum) to be
performed in all children irrespective of presence or absence of UGI
symptoms (1). In an audit of diagnostic workup in 1811 pediatric
patients with IBD, 35% of the patients with CD had macroscopic
abnormalities at EGD, and these abnormalities were specific for CD
(aphthae, ulcerations, cobblestoning, and stenosis) in 24% of the
patients (68). Microscopic abnormalities on EGD were crucial for
the diagnosis of CD in 19 of 428 patients (4.5%), including the
isolated detection of granuloma at EGD in 13 of 428 patients (3%).
In a recent review, the isolated detection of granuloma at EGD in
pediatric patients with CD ranged from 2% to 21% (70). UGI
endoscopy was particularly helpful in patients with otherwise
nonspecific pancolitis (71).

Recommendations
Magnetic resonance enterography (MRE) is currently the
imaging modality of choice in pediatric IBD at diagnosis. It may
detect small intestinal involvement, inflammatory changes in the
intestinal wall and identify disease complications (fistula, abscess,
stenosis). MRE is preferred over CT and fluoroscopy because of high
diagnostic accuracy and the lack of radiation involved. [EL2, RGC]
Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) is a useful alternative to
identify small bowel mucosal lesions in children with suspected
Crohn disease, in whom conventional endoscopy and imaging tools
have been nondiagnostic (EL3b; RGC) or in whom MRE can not be
performed due to young age or in settings where MRI is not
available or not feasible. A normal WCE study has a high negative
predictive value for active small bowel CD. [EL4, RGD]
Ultrasonography is a valuable screening tool in the preliminary diagnostic workup of pediatric patients with suspected IBD,
but should be complemented by more sensitive imaging of the small
bowel. [EL3, RGC]
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Practice Points
1. Magnetic resonance enterography (MRE) can estimate both the
intestinal inflammation and the degree of damage, but there is
no validated scoring system for this modality in pediatric
patients. SB wall thickening is sensitive, but neither pathognomonic nor specific for CD.
2. Although SB imaging is encouraged in all of the patients with
suspected IBD, it is essential in pediatric patients with CD,
IBD-U, or atypical UC. In children with a clear macroscopic
and histological diagnosis of UC based on ileocolonoscopy and
EGD with multiple biopsies, SB imaging can be omitted at
diagnosis.
3. During ultrasonography (US), the use of oral anechoic contrast
solution (iso-osmolar polyethylene glycol) in the so-called
small intestine contrast US enhances the sensitivity and
decreases the interobserver variability.
4. Magnetic resonance (MR) colonography has, as yet, no role in
the diagnostic workup of PIBD.
5. Imaging tools or a patency capsule should generally precede
wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) to reduce the risk of retention.
The choice depends on local availability and expertise.
6. Caution should be borne when WCE is the only SB imaging, due
to the high number of false-positives and a lack of validated
diagnostic criteria. False-positive features are found in
10–21% of healthy persons, particularly with nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatoy drugs use.
7. Balloon-assisted enteroscopy (BAE) is indicated in special
circumstances only (eg, if conventional endoscopy and WCE as
well as cross-sectional imaging modalities do not allow a definite
CD diagnosis in patients with suspected disease of the SB).

US
Noninvasiveness, low-cost, and widespread availability
make abdominal US a useful modality for IBD imaging, especially
for screening for CD. Several studies have shown that US accurately
detects, locates, and characterizes inflammation of the bowel wall
and assesses peri-intestinal abnormalities, with a good negative
predictive value for IBD, higher for CD than for UC. The pathological changes of inflamed bowel can be essentially divided into
mural and extramural findings (72). The latter involve the surrounding mesentery that appears thickened and hyperechoic with adipose
tissue alteration and enlarged mesenteric lymph nodes (73). Mural
changes occur in the bowel wall, which may be thickened and may
show altered echogenicity (hypo- or hyperechogenicity), loss of
stratification, increased color-Doppler signal denoting hyperemia,
and relative decrease or lack of peristalsis as a marker of stiffness.
Different wall thickness values are suggested as threshold for a
positive diagnosis in various reports (from 1.5 to 3 mm for the
terminal ileum and <2 mm for the colon) (72). Comparative studies
between bowel US and ileocolonoscopy and histology in detecting
CD lesions at the terminal ileum have shown an overall sensitivity
and specificity of 74% to 88% and 78% to 93%, respectively (74).
US is sensitive for detecting lesions of the terminal ileum with
decreased sensitivity for proximal SB lesions and colonic lesions.
Interobserver variability remains a major issue; small intestine
contrast US may increase the overall sensitivity while reducing
interobserver variability in adults (75).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
MRI is the preferred test for imaging the SB at diagnosis
because it can detect changes that are characteristic of IBD and
estimate both the extent of intestinal inflammation and the degree of
www.jpgn.org
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damage (stricturing or penetrating disease). It is not extremely
sensitive for subtle luminal disease that does not involve thickening
of the bowel wall or significant increased intensity. Distension of
the small bowel loops can be obtained by administering solution
with nonabsorbable substances such as polyethylene glycol or
sorbitol solution given by mouth (MRE), or via nasoenteric intubation (MR enteroclysis). MR enteroclysis is minimally superior to
MRE yet is more invasive and therefore should not be used in
children (76). Several variables of mucosal inflammation have been
proposed, most notably bowel wall thickening, intensity enhancement of the bowel, engorgement of mesenteric vessels (ie, Comb
sign), enlarged lymph nodes, and fatty infiltration of the mesentery
(77). The presence of wall thickening and decreased luminal
diameter may indicate stenotic disease, especially when prestenotic
dilatation is visible. The detection of a stricture with a thickened
hypointense bowel wall and no significant contrast-enhancement
indicates a long-standing fibrotic stricture, which would not benefit
from medical treatment (78,79). Sinus tracts and fistulae appear as
fluid-containing tracts with associated peripheral enhancement. MR
also can depict enteroenteric fistulae that often form a complex
network between closely adherent SB loops. An alternative protocol
using only 150 mL of total fluid (50 mL of lactulose in 100 mL of
water) is extremely attractive, and compared prospectively with BS
follow-through (SBFT) and endoscopy/histology (80). A systematic
review of 11 relevant studies with 496 cases of suspected PIBD has
confirmed that MRE is sensitive and specific for diagnosis of PIBD
and that it should supersede conventional fluoroscopy as the SB
imaging technique in centers with appropriate expertise (81). Metaanalysis of the 6 comparable studies gave a pooled sensitivity and
specificity for MRE detection of active terminal ileal CD of 84%
and 97%, respectively (81).
Pelvic MRI is recommended for the evaluation of patients
with CD with suspected or proven perianal involvement. It allows
definition of the extent and location of perianal fistulas and
abscesses, thus providing critical information for both surgical
management and for assessment of response to medical therapy
(82).

WCE (Video)
WCE is the best alternative to MRE for investigating the SB,
and it detects mucosal abnormalities. The main advantages of WCE
are the ability to visualize the entire SB with minimal discomfort
(83) and to detect mucosal lesions with a higher sensitivity than
MRE. The main limitations are the inability to detect complications,
the risk of capsule retention, an inability to control capsule movement, a high rate of incidental findings (ie, lower specificity), and
the need to assess patency of the SB before the test. Contraindications include intestinal strictures, previous abdominal surgery
(relative), severe disease with systemic features, and children
<1 year (84,85). For children unable to swallow the capsule, a
specifically designed device enables introduction of the capsule
during upper endoscopy into the duodenum (86).
In a meta-analysis in PIBD, the diagnostic yield for WCE
ranged from 58% to 72%, whereas it was 0% to 33% for SBFT and
0% to 61% for ileocolonoscopy (87). In a prospective pediatric
controlled study in 20 children with suspected SB CD with either
normal (n ¼ 15) or nonspecific findings (n ¼ 5) on conventional
imaging, WCE use confirmed the diagnosis of CD in 12 (60%) (88).
A prospective, blinded 4-way comparison trial of WCE, CT,
ileocolonoscopy, and SBFT in adults revealed a diagnostic sensitivity of 83%, 82%, 74%, and 65%, respectively, whereas the
specificity of WCE (53%) was significantly lower than that of
all other tests (100%) (89).
www.jpgn.org
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BAE
BAE including double-balloon enteroscopy (DBE) and
single-balloon enteroscopy (SBE) has evolved over recent years
and has progressively replaced push and surgically assisted enteroscopy (90). The role of SBE and DBE in the initial diagnostic
workup of children with suspected CD is extremely limited. The
advantage of BAE over WCE for diagnosis includes visualization of
lesions and facilitation of biopsy taking. Successful DBE has been
reported to be safe and effective in a review of 5 pediatric series (91)
whereas the experience with SBE is even more limited (92).
Recently, 2 studies on the use of SBE in pediatric patients with
suspected or established CD were performed. In 16 patients with
suspected CD and unspecific findings at traditional endoscopy, and
where WCE was diagnostic of CD only in 3, SBE with histology
allowed a definite CD diagnosis in 12 (93); this usefulness was
confirmed in a further series of 20 unclear pediatric cases (94).
Spiral enteroscopy is an innovative technique for performing deep
enteroscopy but no data reporting use in children are presently
available.

Special Circumstances
Recommendation
An evaluation for primary immune deficiency should be
performed in all cases of infantile IBD (diagnosed <2 years of
age). [EL3b RGC]

Practice Points
1. Physicians evaluating patients with infantile IBD or recurrent
infections should maintain a high index of suspicion for other
causes of inflammation in the bowel.
2. An evaluation for allergic colitis should be considered in
infantile IBD.
3. Children with symptoms of possible IBD developing after solid
organ transplantation should be investigated for ‘‘de novo
IBD.’’
The differential diagnoses of a child presenting with signs
and symptoms of IBD is extensive, and it is beyond the scope of this
article to delineate all possible conditions and infections that may
mimic IBD. Several noninfectious disorders may also present with
an IBD-like disease.

Allergic Disorders
Allergic colitis may mimic UC particularly in infants, but also
in children beyond infancy (95). Eosinophilic gastroenteritis after
infancy may mimic CD with ulcerations, skip lesions reaching from
the stomach to the colon and, unlike its infantile counterpart, is
uncommonly associated with allergy (96). Negative tests for specific
immunoglobulin E against food allergens do not exclude allergic
colitis or eosinophilic disorders (97). Under the appropriate circumstances, a cow’s-milk protein elimination diet and—if symptoms
resolve or improve—a challenge procedure may be justified in infants
before drug treatment for IBD is started (98). IBD can also present
initially as an eosinophilic predominant disease at diagnosis (99).
PIDs
GI manifestations such as colitis or Crohn-like disease are
well recognized in patients with PID affecting the innate or adaptive
immune system. There may be a diagnostic dilemma if the GI
symptoms are the first or only manifestation of PID. Patients may be
diagnosed and treated as CD or UC before the diagnosis of a PID has
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TABLE 4. Alarm signs and symptoms for primary immunodeficiency
Positive family history of primary immunodeficiency
Consanguineous parents or >2 family members with early-onset IBD
Infantile (<2 years) IBD
Severe, therapy-refractory IBD, particularly with perianal/rectovaginal
disease/abscesses
Recurrent infections in the absence of immunosuppressant drugs
(particularly pulmonary disease and skin abscesses)
Neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, or abnormal immune status (Ig levels) in
the absence of immunosuppressant drugs
Nail dystrophy and hair abnormalities (trichorrhexis nodosa)
Skin abnormalities (congenital eczema, albino)
IBD ¼ inflammatory bowel disease; Ig ¼ immunoglobulin.

been entertained or demonstrated (100,101). In these patients, IBD
treatment options may be inappropriate or even harmful. Monogenetic immune disorders involving the interleukin-10 axis or XIAP
gene presenting with intestinal or perianal disease can be proven or
disproven by genetic or functional testing (101–103). A high degree
of suspicion for PID is required in infantile-onset IBD or if the
history shows any of the alarm symptoms or signs listed in Table 4
because PIDs may manifest as IBD during childhood. It is beyond
the scope of this article to provide guidelines for the diagnostic
workup of PID.
IBD can develop during immunosuppressive treatment, as is
the case after solid organ transplantation (this is sometimes referred
to as de novo IBD). Cases of IBD-like colitis have been described
posttransplantation in children and in adults (104,105). The incidence of IBD after transplantation is at least 10 times higher than the
incidence of IBD in the general population and has been associated
with the use of tacrolimus and Epstein-Barr virus infection. The
workup for posttransplant IBD and its management are similar to
those for classical IBD; however, every effort should be made to
exclude opportunistic infections in this setting (104).

PART 3: DIAGNOSTIC ALGORITHM FOR
SUSPECTED PEDIATRIC IBD
An algorithm based on the above recommendations, with
grounding in the practice points and text, is presented as Figure 1,
and achieved >80% consensus within the expert group.

CONCLUSIONS
These revised Porto criteria for the diagnosis of PIBD have
been developed to meet present challenges and developments in
PIBD, and have placed evidence within the context of experience of
European PIBD experts. Although the concept of the diagnostic
workup has not changed, the revised Porto criteria are based on a
robust methodological approach and the incorporation of the Paris
phenotypic classification of PIBD (8); delineation of atypical
phenotypes of PIBD; consideration of the advances in diagnostic
imaging modalities, capsule endoscopy, and serological and fecal
biomarkers; and a novel evidence-based approach to the definition
of IBD-U. The document has been endorsed by the ESPGHAN.

QUALIFYING STATEMENT
These criteria may be revised as necessary to account for the
changes in technology, new data, or other aspects of clinical
practice. They are intended to be an educational tool to assist
clinicians in providing care to patients, but they are not a rule
and should not be construed as establishing a legal standard of care
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or as encouraging, advocating, requiring, or discouraging any
particular treatment. Clinical decisions in any particular case
involve a complex analysis of the patient’s condition and available
courses of action. Therefore, clinical considerations may require
taking a course of action that varies from these criteria.
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